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Abstract – The quick deployment and flexible characteristics of
wireless ad hoc networks make them suitable for many
commercial and daily life applications. A most challenging task
in these distributed networks is ensuring quality of service to
end-to-end user in presence of wireless channel, random network
topology, unpredictable traffic patterns, and shared resources.
The performance of network is limit by the amount of
interference in the network in case of simultaneous transmission
over same frequency band. In this paper, we address
interference issue in presence of nakagami fading and lognormal
shadowing channel conditions and proposed an Interference
Aware Cooperative Routing (IACR) approach to manage
routing operations between nodes. The presented model reflects
realistic scenarios for urban areas where fading and shadowing
occurs due to tall buildings in the neighborhood of transmitters.
The proposed solution establishes routes between source and
destination by introducing cooperation among network nodes.
Each node in the network selects path such that interference
created by it towards other nodes is minimized taking into
account that the Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR)
at destination does not decreases a threshold value. Hence, the
presented approach reduces amount of overall interference in
the network without degrading the quality of individual route.
The simulation results show that the performance of proposed
solution is better than conventional hop count and interference
aware routing algorithms in terms of throughput and outage
probability of the network.
Index Terms – Interference aware routing, cooperative routing,
reactive protocols, ad hoc networks, nakagami fading,
shadowing.

1. INTRODUCTION
Routing protocol design is an important parameter for
network designer to establish communication among nodes in
the network. The unavailability of central authority
complicates route management in distributed scenarios [1]. In
these networks, devices themselves manage network
operations without in absence of central command. The
independent decision making to acquire shared resources may
instigate conflict of interest among nodes needs consideration
while designing routing protocol. The routing can be
cooperative to maximize overall network performance or can
follow greedy approaches to maximize utility of each
individual in the network [2, 3]. Random channel conditions,
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shared resources, collision, congestion and high traffic load
limits establishing high performance routes between the
devices [4]. In mobile ad hoc networks, multiple sources can
communicate with multiple destinations. The routes between
source-destination pair are associated with one another which
cannot be optimized individually. The selection of route
between one source-destination pair influence communication
between other nodes, therefore, there is a great need to search
for a mechanism which jointly optimize the routes between
the devices. In this paper, we propose Interference Aware
Cooperative Routing (IACR) algorithm which elevates the
performance of over-all network without degrading the
communication among individual nodes. In the proposed
algorithm each node selects the route which provides low
interference to other nodes in the network which results in
high network performance.
There are many routing protocols presented in literature to
improve quality of communication in distributed scenarios.
The simplest solution to establish routes between the nodes
uses Minimum Hop Count (MHC) routing metric [5].
Although, the routes established by MHC routing metric
minimizes time delay between the source and the destination
but it is effected by interference in case of simultaneous
transmission from other users transmitting over same
frequency band. Another approach [6] estimates link quality
to decide the best route towards destination form all possible
routes. In this approach, number of retransmission between
the source and destination is minimized to increase packet
delivery ratio of the route. This approach does not grantee that
the distance between source and destinations is minimized.
Other approaches [7, 8] take into account the energy
consumption of individual nodes to decide the best route form
source to the destination. These approaches select the nodes
which consumes less energy to deliver packets towards the
destination. In [9] consider residual energy of nodes to select
the routes to increase life time of the network. Some
algorithms take interference as routing metric to improve
performance of the network [10, 11]. In [12] proposed a
queuing model to select the route at which the congestion is
minimized. Commonly, all above discussed algorithms uses
greedy approaches in which each node maximizes its own
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utility. Although the greedy approaches maximizes individual
node utility but the performance of the over-all network may
decreased. Some attention is focus by researchers to mitigate
the selfish behavior and introduce cooperation among the
nodes to improve the network performance [13, 14]. Many of
these approaches tried to maximize network life time by
introducing packet forwarding mechanism or removal of
malicious nodes. A less attention focuses on the design of
cooperative routing metrics. Moreover, mostly the presented
algorithms are analyzed for simple channel which does not
model realistic scenarios e effectively [15]. In [16] proposed
interference aware routing metric to maximize network
performance in terms of throughput for simple path loss
model. The work does not present the effect on fading or
shadowing on the algorithm which may decrease the
performance of the algorithm. Similarly, [17] presents
different routing strategies for path loss channel and does not
considers effect of random channel on the performance of the
algorithm.
In this paper, we present an interference aware cooperative
routing algorithm to jointly improve performance of all the
nodes in the network. In other words, the proposed solution
maximizes overall performance of the network taking into
account that the utility of individual node does not decrease a
threshold level. The channel is model as nakagami-m fading
and lognormal shadowing along with path loss. The model
reflects the situations in urban areas, where high buildings
create multi-paths and fading during communication.
Interference is an important parameter to consider because if
all the nodes transmit on same frequency band, the received
power at the destination is affected by the amount of
interference present in the environment [18]. In addition,
thermal noise also degrades the performance of the link. The
proposed solution chooses the nodes in the route which
creates low interference to the other nodes keeping in view
that the data is successfully received at the destination. This
cooperative behavior de-creases overall created interference
in the network which consequently improves the performance
of overall network.
The paper is organized as follows. Section II discusses
literature survey. The section briefly discuss the algorithm
and drawbacks of the previously propose schemes. In section
III we discuss the system model used to check the
performance of the proposed algorithm. Section IV shows the
presented algorithm in detail. Section V shows simulation
results which shows that the proposed solution performs
better than previously proposed algorithms. In section VI we
conclude the discussion.
2. RELATED WORK
In the field of distributed network design algorithms, many
attempts are made for design of routing protocols for ad hoc
networks [19, 20, 21, 22]. Researchers explore diverse
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disciplines such as dynamic programming [23], algorithm
design [24], graph theoretical algorithms [4] and game theory
[25] to propose an efficient routing algorithm for regular as
well as random network topologies. The selection of route
depends on geographical position of source and the
destination node, network topology, and channel conditions.
In addition, limited bandwidth, heavy traffic load, and
simultaneous transmissions from multiple users complicate
the route establishment and management operation.
There are many routing metric presented by researchers which
incorporate some of the above mentioned network parameters
while establishing routes ranging from simple hop count
routing metrics to comparatively complex energy aware and
link-topology based routing metrics. X. Zhang el al in [26]
presented a hop count routing protocol that have trade-off
with transmission power of the nodes. The presented work
incorporate asymmetric links and heterogeneous transmission
power while establishing routes between nodes. The presented
approach utilizes high power nodes in the network to reduce
number of hops in the route. The presented results shows that
the proposed Efficient Hop Count Routing (EHCR) approach
improves the packet delivery ratio and normalized traffic
overhead of the network for simple path-loss channel
conditions, as compared to Ad hoc On-demand Distance
Vector (AODV) and Dynamic Source Routing (DSR) routing
protocols. In [27] a load aware routing metric is pro-posed
which used Medium Access Control (MAC) layer channel
contention information, number of packets in interference
queue, and hop count to estimate the quality of link. In [28]
proposed another link quality aware routing protocol using
topological information to decide the next hop in the route.
The metric used by this algorithm takes into account the
weighted sum of remaining energy, link quality and progress
to compute the next hop from neighbors. The link quality is
determined by physical layer parameters. The parameter
progress includes the effects of change in quality of link in
case of mobile nodes and random channel conditions. In [29]
presented interference aware routing protocols named iAware
to select low interference path from source to the destination
in multi-radio wireless mesh networks. The presented
approach captures the effect of link quality, data transmission
rate as well as inter-flow and intra-flow interference to
establish communication links between the nodes.
In [30] proposed an interference aware routing metric for
Optimized Link State Routing (OLSR) protocol. Taking the
advantage of heterogeneous power capabilities of devices, the
transmission range is divided into patches to achieve precise
calculation of interference. Each patch is assigned a weight
which depends on the distance between the source and
interfering node. The interference at receiver is weighted sum
of all the interfering nodes. The results show that the
proposed solution provides better packet delivery and low
routing overhead as compared to traditional OLSR routing
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protocol.

alongside its own data traffic.

The interference aware energy efficient routing (IAEE)
algorithm proposed in [18] selects the routes which provide
low interference to the data packet results in better routes as
compared to MHC routing technique. In this technique source
node selects the next hop which has lowest interference from
all of its neighbors. Reducing the interference increases SINR
at that link which results in high through-put and low energy
consumption at that link. Each subsequent node follows the
similar procedure and the algorithm returns minimum
interference route between source and the destination.
Simulation results show that the through-put of IAEE is
higher as compared to hop count and energy aware routing
protocols.

When a node desires a communication link with a destination
which is outside its communication radius, it uses its neighbor
as relay node to establish multi-hop route towards the
destination. We assume that there is no selfish/malicious node
in the network and all the nodes work in cooperative
environment. The power reached at the receiver follow
decaying pattern according to path-loss law which is,

The routing metric propose in [9] takes into account the
residual energy of the nodes, interference and link capacity to
construct routes between the source and the destination. The
results are analyzed for random channel conditions, where
fading and shadowing affects the communication. The
presented results show that the performance of proposed
solution is better than traditional algorithms.

Moreover, the performance of wireless system is limited by
fading and shadowing effects. The fading occurs due to
multipath in the channel which is modeled by Nakagami-m
distributed RV denoted by G whose probability density
function is,

Most of the routing approaches discussed above do not
incorporate random channel conditions while establishing
routes between the nodes in the network. In this paper, we
utilize cooperation among nodes to establish routes taking
into account the random channel conditions such as path loss,
fading, and shadowing. In the next section, we discuss system
model used to study the performance of the network.
3. SYSTEM MODEL

Pt
d

Pr 

(1)

Where α is path-loss exponent whose value depends on the
channel conditions.
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The large scale fading due to shadowing in the channel is
modeled as lognormal distributed RV denoted by S given as,
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In this case, Eq. (1) modifies as,

Wireless ad hoc networks consist of wireless devices
randomly distributed in the network area. The location of each
node is independent of other nodes. A device can be placed at
any location in the deployment area with equal probability. In
other words, the spatial distribution of the nodes is uniform.
We have N nodes uniformly distributed in the network area
A. The network area can have any shape (circular, hexagonal,
square, etc.) but we consider square deployment region to
simplify the calculations. The assumption did not affect the
algorithm and the results can be easily modified for other
shape of area.
Each node in the network is equipped with an omnidirectional antenna transmit in circular region with node at
center of the circle. The radius of transmission circle rt
depends on the transmission power Pt of the node. We assume
that all the nodes transmit with same transmission power on
same frequency band. Moreover, the energy reservoirs of the
nodes are limited. Each node in the network can configure
itself as transmitter, receiver and/or relay node to accomplish
the task of cooperative network.

Pr 

Pt GS
d
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The interference on the receiver is the sum of received power
form all the nodes except source node which can be written
as,

Ir 

N

P
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k
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The Signal to Interference plus Noise Ratio (SINR) can be
written as,

n 

Ps
Ir   

(6)

Where  is the power of additive white noise. The power of
noise is very low as compared to interference power so the
above equation can be modified as,
2

In relay mode, the node forwards the traffic of other nodes
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A packet is successfully received at the destination node if β
at each link in case of multihop route is greater than a
threshold βth. The selection of threshold depends on the
decoding algorithm.
4. INTERFERENCE AWARE COOPERATIVE
ROUTING
In previous section we shows that the MHC and IAR routing
protocols are not always beneficial for network in case of
random channel conditions. The main factor which limits the
performance of network is interference created by nodes.
MHC routing metric makes routes on the base of hop count
between the nodes and does not take into account the
interference created on the route. The established route has
minimum number of hops towards the destination which
reduces time delay during communication but in many
scenarios the interference on the routes created by MHC is
high which decreases throughput of the network. The
interference power increases when nodes in the network
increase. This high interference reduces SINR at the route as
well as individual links which reduces outage probability of
the established communication path. In our previous work
[18], we proposed interference aware energy efficient routing
algorithm to improve the performance of the network. The
proposed solution also provides high throughput as compared
to MHC routing algorithm. In this paper, we propose new
routing metric in which nodes select routes cooperatively and
maximize performance of overall network.
When source node wants to communicate with a destination
node, it initiates a route discovery process and locates the
destination within network area. In multi-hop networks,
multiple paths towards the destination can exist. The selection
of next hop for a multi-hop route is based on the metric value.
IACR algorithm uses interference as routing metric which
need to minimize. The source node calculates the interference
value created to other node when it transmits to its j-th
neighbor. It also collects the information about the value of
interference received at the j-th node. The created and
received interference values are summed to get the value of
metric. The process is repeated for all neighbors and the node
which has minimum metric value is selected as next hop
towards the destination. The accommodation of created
interference in calculation of routing metric introduces
cooperative behavior in communication. In this case, a link
which have high SINR value may not be used for established
route because if it decreases the SINR at other nodes by
providing higher interference to those nodes.
In the presented approach, the node select the next hop among
its neighbors such that the interference created in the network
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is minimized keeping in view that the SINR at the link is
greater than threshold SINR. Hence, the routing algorithm
minimizes the created interference in the network without
decrease in quality of the communication. The metric value
used to select next hop is,

M  Ic  Ir

(8)

Where Ic represent the interference created by transmitter and
Ir is the interference received at the destination node. The used
metric jointly reduces the created and received interference.
4.1. Information Collection Phase
In first phase of algorithm, the source node sends an
information collection packet to its neighbors which contain
the address of the source node. Each neighbor when receives
this packet sends a reply back to the source node which
contains the value of interference received by him from the
other nodes as well as the power received from the source
node. The source node manages an information table in which
it contains the interference created by him to other nodes
along with the address of the node. When the information
from all of its neighbors is successful, it invokes the route
establishment phase. The information contents are directly
extracted from route request packet and there is no need for an
extra packet. The algorithm for information collection phase
is given in table 1.
Table 1: Information Collection Phase
For each node (t)
While transmitter
ICReq= information collection Request packet
n=array of address of neighbors
i=1
While not empty n
ICReq[destination.ID]=n(i).ID
ICReq[transmitter.ID]=t.ID
ICReq[transmitPower]=t.Power
transmit ICReq to neighbors
remove n(i) from neighbor list
endwhile
endwhile
While receiver
if PacketType=ICReq
if ICReq[destination.ID]=node.ID
ICRep[receivePower]=calculated receive
power Pr
ICRep[receiveInterference]=calculated
interference Ir from neighbors
ICRep[destination.ID]=[node.ID]
send ICRep packet to node t
else ICReq[destination.ID] =node.ID
ICRep[receivePower]=calculated receive
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power Pr ICRep[destination.ID]=node.ID]
send ICRep packet to node t
end
else PacketType=ICRep
if ICRep[transmitter.ID]=node.ID if
ICRep[destination.ID]=n(i).ID
SignalStrength=ICRep[receivePower]
n(i).Ir=ICReq[receiveInterference]
else ICRep[destination.ID] =n(i).ID
n(i).Ic=ICRep[receivePower]
else ICRep[transmitter.ID] =node.ID
drop the packet
end
endwhile
endFor
4.2. Route discovery and establishment phase

Destination IP Address
Destination Sequence Number
Originator IP Address
Originator Sequence Number
Table 3: Route discovery and establishment phase
At source node (s)

When a source node wants to communicate with a destination
node, it initiates a route discovery process. In this
process, the source node locates the destination within
network area. The search is initiated with the transmission of
route request (RREQ) packet towards the neighbors. The
format of standard AODV route request packet is shown
in table 2. The conventional routing protocol uses hop
count as routing metric. In this work, we use IACR metric
which improves the performance of the network. The
metric value is computed by Eq. (8). The node which
has least value of metric is used to relay RREQ packet
towards the destination so that the cost of communication
is minimized. When an intermediate node in the route
receives the packet, it saves the identity of the node from
which it receives the RREQ to keep track of reverse path.
When the RREQ packet reaches the destination node, it
acknowledge with RREP packet on reverse path. Each relay
node when receives RREP packet, it updates its routing table
and forwards the packet to the node on reverse
path. When RREP reaches the source, a route is established
between source and destination. The established
route has minimum value of metric. The algorithm for
this phase is shown in table 3.
4.3. Throughput Analysis
Throughput of the networks an important parameter
while designing routing protocol. Throughput of the route
depends on the quality of worst link in the route. The
throughput of a route depends on the channel conditions,
congestion, and interference experienced by the nodes in the
route.
Table 2: Format of RREQ Packet
Type

Flags

Reserved
RREQ ID
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Hop count

calculate metric value for all neighbors by
M=I
c + Ir
RREQ[metric]=min(M)
RREQ[source.ID]=node.ID
RREQ[destination.ID]=destination.ID
RREQ[transmisster.ID]=node.ID
RREQ[nextHop.ID]=ID of node correspond to min(M)
transmit RREQ to neighbors
if receivedPacket=RREP
update nextHop in routing table=RREP[nextHop]
start data transmission towards nextHop
At relay node (r)
if receivedPacket=RREQ
calculate metric value for all neighbors by M = Ic+Ir
RREQ[metric]=RREQ[metric]+min(M)
save RREQ[transmitter.ID] in reverse path routing table
RREQ[transmitter.ID]=node.ID
RREQ[nextHop.ID]=ID of node correspond
to min(M)
transmit RREQ to neighbors
else receivePacket=RREP
save RREP[transmitter.ID] in forward path
routing table
RREP[transmitter.ID]=node.ID
endif
At destination node (d)
if receivedPacket=RREQ
RREP[source.ID]=RREQ[source.ID]
RREP[transmitter.ID]=node.ID
RREP[nextHop.ID]=RREQ[transmitter.ID]
RREP[metric]=RREQ[metric]
transmit packet towards source node
endif
The worse channel condition results in lower
throughput. The throughput is defined as the ratio of
number of packets successfully received at the receiver to
the total number of packets transmitted by the source
node. Suppose τ represents throughput of a links then,
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ns
T

(9)

Where ns represents the number of packets successfully
received at the receiver and T represents the total number
of packets transmitted towards the destination. A packet
is successfully receive if the SINR at the receiver is grater
that a threshold. Suppose γth represents the threshold
value required to successfully decode the packet and γ is
the received SINR at the receiver then,

   th
   th

1
ns  
0

(10)

Above equation shows that the probability that the packet
is successfully received at the receiver depends on the
SINR at that link which depends on the channel condition
and interference at the link. The IACR algorithm selects
the nodes which creates low interference to the network
which results in high SINR or equivalently high throughput
routes.
4.4. Outage Probability

establishment time is taken as 3 seconds, in which, the node
discover their neighbors by transmitting “HELLO” packets in
their communication circle. The node transmit “HELLO”
packet after every 0.2 seconds to keep updated snapshot of
their neighbors.
When source node desires communication link, it initiates
route discovery algorithm. We used conventional ERS as
destination discovery algorithm in our simulation setup. In
presented setup, multiple nodes can transmit their data
simultaneously creating interference for each other. We
assume that a source node can start request a communication
link with a destination at any time after establishment of the
network. The source node transmits message packet of 512B
after every 0.1 second after establishment of route. The SINR
at receiver is affected by fading and shadowing effects present
in wireless channel. The received signal power at the
destination is calculated form Eq. (1). The packet is
successfully received at the destination if SINR at receiver is
greater than threshold value of SINR which depends on
underlying modulation and coding technique. We used simple
BPSK modulation in our simulation setup to highlight the
effect of routing algorithm on performance of network.

In multi-hop wireless systems, packet travels multiple
hops before reaching to the destination. If relaying is
analog, intermediate nodes amplify and forward the data
packet received from the source node. The end-to-end outage
probability of the route is defined as the probability
that the route SINR (γr) is below some threshold value (γth)
which can be written as,

Pout  Pr{ r   th }

(11)

Where γr is defined in [31] as,

k 1
 r   
 n 1  n 

-1

(12)

Where γn represents the SINR of the n-th link in the route
and k represents total number of links in the route. The
above equation shows that the outage probability depends
on the quality of individual link as well as the number of
hops in the route.
Figure 1 Throughput of different routing metrics over path
loss, fading and shadowing channel

5. SIMULATION RESULTS
5.1. Simulation setup

5.2. Results and discussions

The network consists of N wireless devices uniformly
distributed in a square area of A (m2). The node are
configured to operate in ad hoc mode of operation, therefore,
each node can act as source, destination or relay node. Each
node is equipped with an omni-directional antenna which can
transmit in a communication circle of radius rt. The network

Figures 1 shows the throughput (KB/Sec) of the network for
various routing metrics and different channel conditions. The
graph shows the scenario of urban environment where path
loss, fading and shadowing effects the communication. The
graph shows that the throughput of the network decreases
with increase in number of nodes in the network. The
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graph shows that IARC performs better than MHC and
IAR routing metrics. The IARC metric uses both the created
and received interference to compute route between
nodes which results in low interference in the network
which results in high network throughput. The plot shows
that the result of MHC is worst from all of the techniques
because it does not accommodate the characteristics of
interference while deciding to establish routes between the
source and the destination.

results in increase interference and consequently increase
in outage.

Figure 3 Outage Probability of Presented Routing Schemes
for Various Channel Conditions

Figure 2 Throughput of IARC for Various Channel
Conditions
Figure 2 shows the analysis of IARC for various channel
conditions. The graph shows that the throughput of IARC
decreases with increase in number of nodes in the
network. The graph shows that the throughput of the
channel when both fading and path loss are present in the
network is almost same as compared to simple path loss
channel. The trend shows that fading is a minor component to
degrade the throughput of the network. In the
channel conditions, where shadowing is present alongside
path loss, the throughput of the network is degraded. The
network performance is worst if path loss, fading and
shadowing effects the communication.
Figure 3 shows the comparison of outage probability of
different routing schemes. The results show that the outage
probability increases with respect to SIR threshold.
Increasing SIR threshold requires comparatively high
received power to decode the packet successfully which
results and increase in outage probability of the route. The
graph shows that the presented IACR approach performs
better than previous schemes. The performance of IARC
is almost equal to IAR algorithm when threshold SIR is
high. At high threshold values, the node requires high
transmission power to achieve target threshold value which
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Figure 4 Outage Probability of IARC for Different Channel
Conditions
Figure 4 shows the outage probability of IACR for various
channel conditions. The graph shows that IARC
performs better in path loss environment if SIR threshold is
relatively low. In case of high SIR threshold, the IACR
performance is almost independent from channel conditions.
When SIR threshold value is high, the nodes require high
transmission power to successfully transfer data towards the
destination which results in increase in outage probability.
6. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we shows that the cooperation among
network nodes is an important parameter which need
consideration when deciding routes between the nodes in
unpredictable channel conditions. Most of the conventional
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routing algorithms do not consider interference between
the network nodes while taking routing decisions. We
show that introducing cooperation among the nodes
significantly improves the performance of overall network.
We show that the presented cooperative interference aware
routing metric improves performance of the distributed
networks in random channel conditions.
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